Error Handling WG Notes - 4 June 2020

Attendees

- Heather Flanagan
- Scott Cantor
- Fredrik Domeij
- Alan Buxey
- Björn

Working document:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FQh2SLuxFlF4g9ARvMnXZxOiq4o4NXnNPJrRaC0ic6g/edit

Notes:

- Scott will make changes to the examples
  - Scott has some other changes to clean up re: the description of the profile and make sure it’s consistent re: what’s required. We need to make it clear we are defining the behavior for people supporting the profile.
- Draft comment responses are approved (modulo fixing some typos)
  - https://lists.refeds.org/sympa/arc/error-handling/2020-05/msg00008.html
- Fredrik to update the demo site with IDENTIFICATION_FAILURE option
  - Done!
- Next steps: Call next week to look at final changes from Scott; Heather will send out a doodle poll for later in June to encourage comments to join us to go through the responses and ask any questions. Fredrik will work with Björn to move the reference implementation to a more permanent location, and we will add a pointer to it to the example section.